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Database schemes with functional dependencies are considered. A satisfying state of a 
database scheme consists of relations whose representative instance satisfies the functional 
dependencies. All states are assumed to be finite. A database scheme is defined to be fd-acyclic 
if all its pairwise consistent and satisfying states are also join consistent. The fd-acyclic 
database schemes are characterized, and it is shown that testing fd-acyclicity can be done in 
polynomial time. An interesting special case is when the relation schemes are closed under the 
functional dependencies of the database scheme. In this case, a database scheme is fd-acyclic if 
and only if it is acyclic (i.e., its corresponding hypergraph is acyclic). 0 1989 Academic Press. inc. 
I. INTRODUCTION 
Acyclic database schemes have been thoroughly investigated, and many 
equivalent characterizations of these schemes have been found (Beeri et al. [4, 51, 
Goodman and Shmueh [12, 133). Some characterizations are useful in query 
optimization (e.g., Bernstein and Chiu [7], Yannakakis [26]) while others are fun- 
damental to schema design (e.g., Fagin et al. [lo], Hull [15], Ullman [25]). It is 
not clear whether all the various characterizations can be generalized to database 
schemes with functional dependencies, but there are already interesting results in 
this direction. Katsuno [16] has generalized a characterization of acyclic database 
schemes in terms of conflict-free multivalued dependencies to database schemes 
with functional dependencies. Sac& et al. [20] have shown that a database scheme 
is e-acyclic if and only if its join dependency and functional dependencies are 
equivalent to a set of functional and multivalued dependencies. Laver et al. [ 171 
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have defined a database scheme to befd-acyclic if every legal database state that is 
pairwise consistent is also join consistent. The legal database states are those 
satisfying the functional dependencies in the sense of Honeyman [ 143, i.e., a 
database state satisfies the functional dependencies if its representative instance 
satisfies them. In this paper we investigate database schemes that are fd-acyclic 
according to the definition of Laver et al. [17]. 
Laver et al. [17] have shown that testing unrestricted fd-acyclicity is in NP, 
where “unrestricted” means that infinite (as well as finite) database states are 
allowed. Essentially, they gave a test for fd-acyclicity and showed the following. If a 
database state D satisfies their test, then every (infinite or finite) legal and pairwise 
consistent state of D is also join consistent. If a database scheme does not satisfy 
their test, then it has an infinite, legal, and pairwise consistent state which is not 
join consistent. For the special case of A-rings (cf. Goddman and Shmueli [13]) 
they showed that unrestricted and finite fd-acyclicity are the same and gave a 
characterization that can be tested in polynomial time. 
We investigate linite fd-acyclicity (which will be referred to from now on simply 
as “fd-acyclicity”), that, is, we consider only finite database states. We show that 
fd-acyclicity and acyclicity are equivalent when the relation schemes are closed 
under I-closure. Sac& [21] has proved this equivalence for unrestricted databases. 
Note that our result is stronger, since it holds for finite databases. An important 
corollary of this result is the following. Fd-acyclicity and acyclicity are equivalent 
when the relation schemes are closed under the functional dependencies of the 
database scheme. We also give a complete characterization of fd-acyclicity, and 
show that it can be tested in polynomial time. Our results imply that fd-acyclicity 
and unrestricted fd-acyclicity are the same. 
We also define global inclusion dependencies that are more general than the exten- 
ded inclusion dependencies of Laver [18]. Global inclusion dependencies express 
inclusions that exist in the representative instance, when its tuples are partitioned 
into disjoint sets according to the relations from which they have originated. We 
show that finite and unrestricted implications of global inclusion dependencies by 
inclusion and functional dependencies (where the functional dependencies hold in 
the representative instance) are the same and can be tested in polynomial time. 
Global inclusion dependencies, as well as the other dependencies discussed in this 
paper, are typed dependencies. 
II. BASIC DEFINITIONS 
Relation are tables of data in which the columns are labeled by attributes and the 
rows are records or tuples of data. It is important to distinguish between the fixed 
structure of a table, i.e., the number of columns and their attributes (i.e., names), 
and the contents, i.e., the data stored in the tuples, which vary with time. Formally, 
a relation scheme R is a set of attributes, and a relation r over R is a set of tuples 
defined on R. A tuple p of r has a column for each A E R and that column contains 
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the value (i.e., constant) of tuple p for attribute A, denote ,u[,4]. We assume that 
values are integers. Similarly, p[X] denotes the values of p for the attributes in the 
set X. Actually, ,u[X] is a tuple over X. Tuples ~1 and v are equal on X, written 
p[X] = v[X], if they have the same value for each A E X. 
We assume the following. First, relations are always finite unless explicitly stated 
otherwise. Second, the set of all the attributes is fixed and denoted by U. 
We use the following two operations on relations. First, the projection of relation 
r onto X, denoted r[X], is a relation over X whose set of tuples is (p[X] 1 PET}. 
Note that XG R is assumed. Second, consider relations rl and rz over relation 
schemes R, and R,, respectively. The join of relations rl and r2, written r, w r2, is 
a relation over R, u R, consisting of the tuples in the set 
Note that the join is an associative operator. 
Now consider relations rl , . . . . rn over relation schemes R, , . . . . R,, respectively, 
and let R = U;= r Ri. Relations r,, . . . . rn are pairwise consistent if ri[Ri n Rj] = 
rj[ Ri n Rj] for i,j=l n. 3 . . . . Relations r,, . . . . rn are join consistent if 
(w[t= , rk)[Ri] = ri for i= 1, . . . . n. Note that join consistency implies pairwise con- 
sistency, but the converse is not necessarily true. Also note that if some relations 
out of rl, . . . . rn are not join consistent, then r,, . . . . rn are also not join consistent. 
It is well known that relations r,, . . . . r,, are join consistent if and only if there is a 
relation r over R such that ri= r[Ri] for i = 1, . . . . n (r is not necessarily equal to 
WY= r ri). Suppose that r,, . . . . rn are join consistent, and let p, E rl. Then there are 
tuples pj E ri, i = 2, . . . . n, such that pL1, . . . . p, are consistent, i.e., pJ.41 = pj[A] for all 
i,j= 1 ,..,,n and AeRinRj. 
A qua1 graph for relation schemes R,, . . . . R, is an undirected graph that has nodes 
corresponding to the Ri and edges as follows. For all i, j = 1, . . . . n and A E Ri n Rj, 
there is a path from node Ri to node Rj that passes only through nodes (for relation 
schemes) that contain A. Relation schemes R,, . . . . R, are acyclic if they have a quai 
tree, i.e., a qua1 graph which is a tree. The GYO algorithm (Graham [ 1 l] Yu and 
Ozsoyoglu [27]) tests whether R,, . . . . R, are acyclic by repeatedly applying the 
following two rules. First, if an attribute appears in only one relation scheme, then 
it is deleted. Second, if a relation scheme is contained in another one, then it is 
deleted. R,, . . . . R, are acyclic if the final result is a single empty relation scheme. 
Tarjan and Yannakakis [24] give a linear time algorithm for testing acyclicity. 
Acyclic relation schemes have many important properties that characterize them 
(Beer-i et al. [4,5], Fagin et al. [lo], Goodman and Shmueli [ 12, 131). One impor- 
tant characterization states that pairwise consistent relations rl , . . . . r,, over R, , . . . . R, 
are always join consistent if and only if the relation schemes R,, . . . . R, are acyclic. 
A functional dependency (fd) is a statement of the form X + Y, where X and Y are 
sets of attributes. A relation u over U satisfies X+ Y if every two tuples of u that 
are equal on X are also equal on Y. A set of fds F implies an fd X+ Y if for all 
relations u over U, the relation u satisfies X+ Y whenever it satisfies F. 
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Consider a set of attributes X and a set of fds F. The closure of X with respect to 
F, written X,+ or simply X+ if F is understood, is the set’ 
(A 1 Fimplies X+ A}. 
Fimplies X+ Y if and only if YGX+, and there is an efficient algorithm for com- 
puting X+ (cf. Ullman [25]). A set of attributes X is closed if X=X+. 
An inclusion dependency (id) is a statement of the form R E, S, where R and S 
are relation schemes and Xc R n S. Relations r and s over R and S, respectively, 
satisfy R cX S if r[X] E s[X]. Note that the ids defined in this paper are typed, i.e., 
they state inclusions only among columns having the same attributes. Clearly, 
pairwise consistency can be expressed by ids. In other words, given relation schemes 
R 1, . . . . R,, the set of ids 
{Ri~R,r\R, Rj I i,j= 1, . . . . n} 
which is denoted by PC(R, , . . . . R,), has the following property. Relations rl, . . . . r,, 
over R, , . . . . R, satisfy PC(R,, . . . . R,) if and only if r,, . . . . r, are pairwise consistent. 
III. REPRESENTATIVE INSTANCES AND DATABASE SCHEMES 
The representative instance (Honeyman [14], Sagiv [22, 231) of relations 
r, , . . . . rn contains all the data that can be correctly inferred from the given relations 
rl, . . . . r,, and the dependencies that they satisfy. Consequently, representative instan- 
ces provide a framework for dealing with the following issues. First, the issue of 
determining whether a whole database (as opposed to a single relation) satisfies a 
set of fds. Second, the issue of determining the correct way to combine (or join) 
data from various relations. In this section we will define the concept of a represen- 
tative instance. 
Consider relations rl , . . . . rn over relation schemes R,, . . . . R,, respectively, and a 
set of fds F. The representative instance of r,, . . . . r,, denoted RI,(r,, . . . . r,), is com- 
puted in two stages as follows. In the first stage, each ri is augmented with columns 
for the attributes in U - Ri. The new columns have a distinct null in each entry. 
Nulls are denoted as Sj, and they represent unknown information. Formally, nulls 
are existentially quantified variables (or Skolem functions). Two nulls are equal if 
they have the same subscript, and a null and a constant (i.e., nonnull) are never 
equal. Let r be the union of all the augmented relations (note that r is a relation 
over U). In the second stage, the fds of F are repeatedly applied to r in any order as 
follows (the process of applying the fds of F is also known as the chase (Maier et al. 
[ 191)). A single application involves an fd X + Y and tuples pi and pz of r that are 
equal on X but not on Y. For every A E Y such that pr[A] Z/.&4] and one of 
‘As customary, we denote attributes by the letters A, B, C, . . . . sets of attributes by the letters 
. . . . A’, Y, Z, and a set of attributes or a union of sets is written as a string of letters, e.g., ABCD denotes 
the set {ABCD} and XY is Xu Y. 
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pi[A J and p2[A], say ,u~[A], is a null, we do the following: All occurrences of 
p, [A] in r are replaced with p2[A 1. When no more applications are possible, we 
have RI,(r,, . . . . r,). The final result RI,(r,, . . . . r,) is unique (up to renaming of 
nulls), regardless of the order of applying the fds, provided that it satisfies F (note 
that RI,(r,, . . . . r,) is just a relation over U and the regular definition of satisfaction 
applies to it). 
A relation r is a tagged instance over relation schemes R,, . . . . R, if r consists of 
tuples over U and each tuple has one of the Ri as a tag. Note that r may have two 
distinct tuples that are equal in all the columns provided that they have distinct 
tags. A tuple ,u with a tag Rk is called an R,-tuple. A tagged instance satisfies a set 
of fds F if it satisfies each fd of F regardless of the tags. A representative instance 
RI&-, , . . . . r,) is regarded as a tagged instance, since a tuple p can be naturally 
tagged with Ri if it has originated from ri.2 Given a tagged instance r, the relation 
r,+ consists of all the R,-tuples of r (r+ is empty if there are no tuples with tag Ri). 
Note that if r is a representative instance RI,(r,, . . . . rn), then r+ may have nulls, 
and ri = r,? [Rj]. Basically, RI,(r,, . . . . r,,) extends each relation ri to a relation ri+ 
over U (we denote this extension by r: , because in ri only the columns of R+ are 
significant, i.e. columns not in R,? always have distinct nulls. 
A database scheme is a triple ((R, , . . . . R,), F, I), where (R i , . . . . R,) is a multiset of 
relation schemes, F is a set of functional dependencies, and Z is a set of inclusion 
dependencies. A database state (or simply a state) is an assignment of finite 
relations rl , . . . . rn to the relation schemes R,, . . . . R,. The relations ri, . . . . r,, form a 
satisfying state if r,, . . . . rn satisfy the ids of Z and RI,(r,, . . . . r,) satisfies F. Thus, the 
fds of the database scheme are treated as global fds, i.e., they are required to hold in 
the representative instance. 
When dealing with a database scheme ((R,, . . . . R,), F, I), it is important to 
realize that we only assume that u:=, Ri is contained in but not necessarily equal 
to the set of all the attributes U. Of course, in practice U = U;= 1 R,, but as we shall 
see later, some of the mathematical proofs in this paper require considering also 
cases in which U # U;=, Ri. Clearly, all our results hold in the special case where 
U = U;=, R,. We usually denote U;= i Ri by R whereas the set of all the attributes is 
denoted by U. Note that a representative instance RI,(r,, . . . . r,) is always a relation 
over U, and F may have attributes that are in U but not in R. The set of ids Z, on 
the other hand, has only attributes of R. 
A tagged instance r generates the state r: [RI], . . . . r,‘[R,] of ((RI, . . . . R,), F, I) 
(note that a representative instance RI,(r,, . . . . r,) generates the state rl, . . . . r,). 
Clearly, for k = 1, . . . . n, each R,-tuple v of r has a corresponding R,-tuple 
p of RI,(rTCR,l, . . . . r,‘[R,]) such that v[Rk]=p[Rb]. Generally, r and 
RI&: CR, I, .-, r,’ [Rn]) are not necessarily the same, but we have the following 
important proposition. 
‘It is possible that two tuples from distinct relations become equal in the representative instance; 
according to our formalism, both will remain in RI,(r,, . . . . r.), because they have distinct tags. This 
formalism lets us express concisely properties of representative instances, and is consistent with the 
theory of representative instances. 
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PROPOSITION 1 (Honeyman [ 141). Let r be a tugged instance that satisfies F. 
(1) RI,(r: [RI], . . . . r: CR,]) satisfies F. 
(2) A tuple VET and its corresponding tuple ~ERI,(~:[R,], . . . . r,‘[R,]) are 
equal in every column in which the value of p is not a null. 
Proposition 1 is true even if the tagged instance r has nulls, although the original 
proof in Honeyman [14] does not consider this possibility. Proposition 1 implies 
the following corollary. 
COROLLARY 1. Suppose that v is a tugged instance that generates rl, . . . . r,,, and 
consider r = RI,(r,, . . . . r,). If v satisfies F and XG U is a set of attributes such that 
r,? [X] does not have nulls, then r: [X] = VT [Xl, i = 1, . . . . n. 
Proof: The corollary follows from the correspondence between the tuples of v 
and the tuples of r, and part (2) of Proposition 1. 1 
IV. L-CLOSURES AND LOSSLESS DECOMPOSITIONS 
A tableau (aho et al. [Z]) has columns that correspond to the attributes of U and 
rows that are filled with variables. There are two types of variables: distinguished 
and nondistinguished. A variable cannot appear in more than one column, and two 
distinct distinguished variables cannot appear in the same column. Thus, at most 
one distinguished variable is associated with each column of a tableau. 
Relation schemes R , , . . . . R, have a corresponding tableau T which is delined as 
follows. For each Ri there is a row with a distinguished variable in each column of 
Ri and a distinct nondistinguished variable (that appears nowhere else in T) in each 
column not in Ri. The chase of T with respect to a set of fds F, written chase,(T), is 
computed by applying the fds of F to T. The fds are applied similarly to the 
computation of a representative instance, and distinguished variables are treated as 
constants while nondistinguished variables are treated as nulls. In other words, a 
nondistinguished variable may be replaced with either a distinguished variable or 
another nondistinguished variable, while a distinguished variable is never replaced 
with another variable. Note that chase,(T) always satisfies F, because no column 
has two distinct distinguished variables. 
EXAMPLE 1. Suppose that the set of all the attributes is ABCD, and consider the 
relation schemes AB, ACD, and BD, and the set of fds F = {D + A, B + C, C + D}. 
The tableau T for these relation schemes and the tableau chase,(T) are given 
below. Note that distinguished variables are denoted by u’s with subscripts, and 
nondistinguished variables are denoted by b’s with subscripts: 
T=mi chase,(T) =m. 
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As already stated, the distinguished variables are analogous to constants, and the 
nondistinguished variables are analogous to nulls. Consider a tuple r over lJ:= 1 Ri 
that has a distinguished variable in each column. The tableau chase,(T) is just the 
same as RI,(r,, . . . . rn), where ri consists of the single tuple z[R;]. 
Consider relation schemes R, , . . . . R,, their tableau T, and a set of fds F. The 
l-closure of Ri, written R;, is the set of all the attributes in which the row for Ri 
has distinguished variables in chase,(T). Clearly, Ri E RI:, and it is also true that 
R,: c R,? (Biskup et al. [8]). 
EXAMPLE 2. Consider the relations schemes R, = AB R, = ACD, and R, = BD, 
and the set F that were considered in Example 1. Clearly, R; = ABD, R; = ACD, 
R; = ABD. Note that RT = ABCD, Rz = ACD, and R: = ABCD. 
Tableaux have been used to test whether relation schemes R,, . . . . R, form a 
lossless join decomposition of R = U;=, Ri with respect to a set of fds F (Aho et al. 
[ 1 I). Relation schemes R, , . . . . R, are defined to be a lossless join decomposition if 
for all relations r over U that satisfy F, the equality nR(r) = WY= i rcR,(r) holds (or 
r=C4;=1 rcR,(r) holds when U= R). A lossless decomposition means that the join of 
all the relations in the database is a correct way of combining data from different 
relations. This definition, however, assumes that the relations of the database are 
always join consistent, which is rarely the case. 
Thus, instead of joining the relations of the database, their representative 
instance is constructed in order to correctly combine data from different relations. 
A representative instance exists for any database, and it correctly represents the 
connections among data from various relations of the database. The appropri- 
ateness of the representative instance as a way of connecting different relations can 
be explained in the following way. 
First, we will define the concept of a containing instance. A containing instance of 
a database rl, . . . . r,, is any relation r over U, such that r satisfies F and for all i, 
rcR,(r) zri. A containing instance represents one possible way of completing the 
data in the database in order to have join consistent relations. The representative 
instance of relations rl, . . . . rn is correct in the sense that it represents information 
which holds in every containing instance of r,, . . . . rn. More precisely, if r is a 
containing instance of rl, . . . . rn, then there is a way of replacing the nulls of 
RIAr,, . . . . r,) with constants so that the resulting relation is a subset of r [ 141. 
Now the meaning of l-closures of relation schemes R,, . . . . R, can be explained as 
follows (in order to simplify the explanation we shall assume that U= lJ?=, Ri). 
First, consider the special case of a lossless decomposition RI, . . . . R,. Recall that the 
decomposition R, , . . . . R, is lossless if and only if chase,(T), where T is the tableau 
for RI, . . . . R,, has a row with only distinguished variables, i.e., there is a j such that 
R,: = lJ:=, Ri Cl]. Suppose that r,, . . . . rn are the projections of a relation r onto 
R 1, ...> R,, respectively, where r is a relation over U that satisfies F. If we join 
relations r,, . . . . rn, we get r back. Similarly, RI,(r,, . . . . r,) (or more precisely, the set 
of tuples of RI,(r,, . . . . r,) without nulls) is equal to r. Thus, both the join of 
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r1 > -.., r,, and their representative instance produce the same result when the 
relations of the database are join consistent and R,, . . . . R, are lossless. The 
difference between the two is, of course, that the representative instance produces 
all possible connections even if the relations are not join consistent. 
Now suppose that R,, . . . . R, is not a lossless decomposition. Let ri, . . . . r,, be the 
projections of a relation r onto R, , . . . . R,, respectively, where r is a relation over U 
that satisfies F. The represenative instance cannot reconstruct r. Rather, it can only 
reconstruct its projections onto R;, . . . . R; . To explain that more precisely, we 
define the restricted projection of a relation r onto X, written n lx (r), to be the pro- 
jection of r onto X followed by the elimination of all tuples that have some null. 
Given the projections rl, . . . . r,,, their representative instance RI,(r,, . . . . r,) satisfies 
the following. For each R,: , ‘IT JR,- (RI,(r, , . . . . r,)) = rrR,- (r), whereas if X is not con- 
tained in any R;, then rrJX(RI,(r,, . . . . r,)) is empty. In comparison, the join of 
rl, . . . . r, is clearly a nonempty relation, but it is not necessarily equal to r. However, 
r and WY= 1 ri have the same restricted projections onto R,, . . . . R;, respectively. 
Thus, the join can also reconstruct the projections of r onto R;, . . . . R;. 
In the following lemma, we state and prove that both the join and the represen- 
tative instance reconstruct the same projections onto R; , . . . . R; when the relations 
rI, . . . . r, are join consistent. The lemma postulates our usual assumption that U 
(i.e., the set of all the attributes) contains but is not necessarily equal to lJ;= i Ri 
(the assumption in the previous two paragraphs that U= lJ;= 1 Ri was done only in 
order to simplify the explanation). The lemma has somewhat weaker assumptions 
then those stated in the previous paragraph, since it is not assumed a priori that 
rI , . . . . r, are projections of a relation that satisfies F. Instead, it is only assumed that 
rl, . . . . rn are join consistent and RI,(r,, . . . . rn) satisfies F. Sac& [21] has proved a 
similar lemma. 
LEMMA 1. Suppose that the relations r,, . . . . rn over R,, . . . . R,, respectively, are 
join consistent and RI,(r,, . . . . r,) satisfies F. Let s =w;= 1 ri and r = RI,(r,, . . . . r,). 
Then 
s[R,] =r+[R,;] (i = 1, . . . . n). 
Note that s is a relation over u;=, Ri while r is a relation over U, i.e., they are 
not necessarily over the same sets of attributes. It is clear, however, from the 
definition of an I-closure that for all i, R; E U;= 1 Ri. 
ProoJ We will use the following fact that obviously follows from the definition 
of R, , . . . . R;. This fact simply states that the chase process can reconstruct the 
projections of a tuple p onto R; , . . . . R; from the projections of p onto R,, . . . . R,. 
FACT 1. Consider a tuple p over R. If p is projected onto R,, . . . . R, to obtain 
tuples p,, . . . . ,u”, respectively, then the representative instance of pl, . . . . pn consists of 
tuples PL:, . . . . pz, such that p+ [R; ] = p[ R,: 1. 
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First, we will show that if p E s, then p[R,] E r,? [R;] (i = 1, . . . . n). Since 
S=W:=, ri and PEE, it follows that p[Ri] E ri (i= 1, . . . . n). So, for each i, let pi be 
the tuple of ri such that pi = p[Ri]. Since the chase process can be applied in any 
order, we can start computing RI,(r,, . . . . r,) by first applying the chase only to the 
tuples p:, . . . . pL,+ (i.e., the tuples of RI,(r,, . . . . r,) that correspond to pi, . . . . p,,). But 
c(i) . . . . p, are projections of the same tuple p and, by Fact 1, when the chase is 
applied to them, the result is that p+ [RI: ] = p[R; ] (i = 1, . . . . n). Therefore, 
p[R;]Er+[R,:] (i= 1, . . . . n). 
Next, we will consider a tuple pL+ E r+ and show that p,+ [R; ] E s[R; 1. Clearly, 
p,? [R;] E ri, and since r, , . . . . r, are join consistent and s = WY=, ri, it follows that 
there is a tuple VES such that v[Ri] =&[R;]. Let vj=v[Rj] (j= 1, . . . . n). Note 
that vj E rj (j = 1, . . . . n), since v E s. By Fact 1, the tuples VT, . . . . v,’ of RI,(r,, . . . . r,) 
(i.e., those tuples that correspond to the tuples vi, . . . . v, of rl, . . . . r,,, respectively) 
must satisfy VT CR,:] = VCR;] (j= 1, . . . . n). By the definition of an I-closure, the fd 
Ri + R,: is implied by F, and since RI,(r,, . . . . r,) satisfies F, it follows that 
p,?[R;] = v,?[R;], because p+[Ri] =v+[Ri]. But v’[R;] = VCR,:] and, 
therefore, p+[R;] E~[R;]. 1 
The following corollary of Lemma 1 shows that cu;= i ri = WY= 1 ri CR,:]. 
Therefore, WY=, r+ [R;] can be computed instead of WY= i ri, and as we shall see 
later, sometimes it is more efficient to do that. Note that the following corollary 
does not assume that rl, . . . . r,, are join consistent. 
COROLLARY 2. Suppose that r= RI,(r,, . . . . r,) satisfies F, where r,, . . . . r,, are 
relations over R, , . . . . R,, respectively, and F is a set of fds. Then WY=, ri = 
WY= 1 r,+ CR,: 1. 
Proof: Since ri = r+ [Ri] and Ri E R; (i = 1, . . . . n), it follows that WY=, ri 2 
WY= i r,? [R; 1. To show containment in the other direction, let 
n 
s=w ri 
i=l 
(1) 
and let v consist of the rows of RI,(r,, . . . . r,) that generate the state 
SC&I, . . . . s[R,], namely, v includes an R,-tuple p of r if p[Ri] ES[R~] (i= 1, . . . . n). 
Note that v satisfies F, since it is a subset of RI,(r,, . . . . rn), which satisfies F, and so 
by Proposition 1, RI,(v: [RI], . . . . v,’ CR,,]) satisfies F. But v+ [Ri] = s[RJ 
(i = 1, . . . . n) and, hence, RIF(s[R1], . . . . s[R,]) satisfies F. Let 
i = RIF(s[R1], . . . . s[R,]). 
By Lemma 1, for i= 1, . . . . n, 
i+[R;] =s[R,] (2) 
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and therefore, 
d& i+[R;]2s. (3) 
i= I 
Observe that u is the tagged instance that generates s[R1], . . . . SC&J, and by (2), 
r^+ [R,: ] does not have nulls. Therefore, by Corollary 1, for all i = 1, . . . . n, 
But u is a subset of r, and so 
Therefore 
; r+ [R;] 2 d& i+ CR;]. 
i= 1 i=l 
From (1 ), (3), and (4) it follows that 
(4) 
A r+[R,:]l d& ri. 1 
i=l i=l 
V. GLOBAL INCLUSION DEPENDENCIES 
A global inclusion dependency (gid) is a statement of the form Rig: Rj, and it is 
satisfied by a tagged instance r if r,.+ [X] E r; [X] (note that the inclusion involves 
relations that may have nulls if r is a representative instance). Global inclusion 
dependencies can be used to express inclusions that exist in a representative 
instance, i.e., inclusions among the relations obtained by partitioning the tuples of a 
representative instance into disjoint subsets according to the relations from which 
they have originated. 
The database scheme D = ((R,, . . . . R,), F, I) implies3 certain gids, i.e., those gids 
that are satisfied by the representative instance of every satisfying state of D. For- 
mally, D implies a gid Ri E $ Rj if for all satisfying states rl , . . . . r, of D, the represen- 
tative instance RI,(rl, . . . . r,) satisfies Ric$ Rj. We shall prove that the axioms of 
Fig. 1 are sufficient to infer all of the gids that are implied by the database scheme 
((R 1, . ..> R,), J’, 0 
To derive the gids implied by ((R,, . . . . R,), F, I), we should first apply the 
extension axiom to the ids of I in order to obtain gids, and then apply the other 
3 We say that D, rather than Fu Z, implies certain gids, because implications of Fu Z traditionally 
have a different meaning, i.e., Fuf implies a dependency d if d holds in every relation over U that 
satisfies Fu I. Moreover, we talk about implications that exist in the representative instances of D and, 
consequently, the relation schemes R, , . . . . R,, in addition to Fu I, also affect these implications. 
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(Extension) 
IfR,c,R,and Y=X+, then Ri&; R,. 
(Reflexivity) 
Ric; R,. 
(Projection) 
If YEXand Ris$ R,, then Riz; R,. 
(Transitivity) 
IfRiGs R,andR,s$ Rj,thenRi&$ Rj. 
FIG. 1. Axioms for the inference of gids. 
axioms to the gids in order to get more gids. Note that axiom Al is the only one 
that uses the fds of F, and axioms A2, A3, and A4 are similar to those for untyped 
inclusion dependencies (Casanaova et al. [9]) and those for projection dependencies 
(Goodman and Shmueli [12]). 
THEOREM 1. Axioms Al-A4 are sound and complete for the inference of the gids 
that are implied by the database scheme ((R,, . . . . R,), F, I). 
ProoJ: Clearly, the axioms are sound. We will now prove that they are also 
complete. Let Ri s; Rj be a gid that cannot be derived from ((R,, . . . . R,), F, I) by 
the axioms; we have to show that Ri s$ Rj is not implied by ((R,, . . . . R,), F, I), i.e., 
we have to construct a satisfying state rI, . . . . r, such that RI,(r,, . . . . r,) does not 
satisfy Ri G: Rj. 
First, we will give a short outline of the proof. Starting with a single tuple, we 
will construct a tagged instance r. We will show that r satisfies both F and all the 
gids obtained by applying the Extension Axiom to I. Moreover, we will show that r 
does not satisfy Ric$ Rj. Finally, we will complete the proof by showing that r 
generates a satisfying state r,, . . . . rn of ((R,, . . . . R,), F, I), but RI,(r,, . . . . r,) (which 
is not necessarily the same as r) does not satisfy Ris s Rj. 
We will now start by constructing the tagged instance r as follows. Let Zg be the 
set of all the gids obtained from the ids of Z by the extension axiom. The tagged 
instance r is going to satisfy both Zg and F, but not Ri c $ Rj. Let v be a tuple over 
U with tag Ri and the constant 1 in each column. We define a chase process that 
starts with v and creates the tagged instance r by repeatedly applying gids. The 
tagged instance r is conveniently represented as an oriented tree; the nodes of the 
tree are tuples and the root is the tuple v. The chase adds a new R,-child (i.e., a 
child which is an R,-tuple) to an existing R,-node according to some gid Rk c ; R, 
as follows. The new node has the same value as its parent for each attribute in Y, 
and a distinct new constant (that has not appeared so far in the tree) in the 
columns for the attributes of U - Y. The edge between the new node and its parent 
is labeled with Y, i.e., the set of attributes for which the parent and its new child 
have identical values. 
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A new node has to be added whenever the tree has an R,-node ~1 and the set Zg 
has a gid R, G$ Rf, such that no R,-node z satisfies p[Z] = r[Z]. The new node is 
added as an R,-child of p, and the actual gid that adds the new node is determined 
according to one of the following two cases. 
Case 1. If either 
(1) XGZor 
(2) there is a column A such that p[A] # 1, 
then a new child is added to ZI according to R, c_ & R,, i.e., another copy of p with 
the tag R, is produced. 
Case 2. If Case 1 does not occur, i.e., 
(1) X&Zand 
(2) p has 1 in all the columns, 
then a new child is added according to the gid RpsZ+ R, of Zg. 
In either case, the set labeling the edge between ~1 and its new child z (i.e., the set 
of attributes in which p and r are equal) is closed under F, because the gids of Zg 
were generated by the extension axiom. We call R, c$ R, the gid of Zg that has 
generated z (even if z was actually created according to R, E; R4). The following 
important facts are implied by Cases 1 and 2 above. 
FACT 1. The only way to generate a node with 1 in every column is by Case 1, 
part (1). 
FACT 2. If a node ,u is different from 1 in some column, then all its descendants 
are generated according to Case 1, i.e., they are equal to p in every column. 
By Fact 2, on any path from the root v to another node in the tree, there is at 
most one pair of a parent p and a child 7 such that p[ U] # r[ U] (r is the first node 
on the path that has a constant other than 1 in some column). Therefore, every 
path is finite (otherwise, there is a path with two identical nodes which is 
impossible, because a new node can never have the same tag and values as an 
existing node). Since each node has at most as many children as there are gids in 
Zg, the tree is finite by Kiinig’s lemma. 
Claim 1. If a node of the tree has 1 in all the columns of X, then it has 1 in 
every column. 
In order to prove the claim, suppose that it is false. Among all the nodes that 
violate the claim, choose one, say r, such that z is different from its parent in some 
column. Node T exists, because of the following reasons: 
(i) If a node violates the claim and is equal to its parent in every column, 
then the parent also violates the claim. 
(ii) The root does not violate the claim, since it has 1 in all the columns. 
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But if r is different from its parent in some column, it means that it was generated 
according to Case 2. Therefore, r is different from its parent in some column of X, 
i.e., it does not have 1 in all the columns of X and cannot violate the claim. This 
proves the claim. 
Claim 1 and Cases 1 and 2 for creating new nodes imply the following facts. 
FACT 3. If a node has 1 in all the columns of X, then it has 1 in every column 
and, hence, the gid of Zg that has generated it must contain4 X. 
FACT 4. If a node has 1 in all the columns of X, then it has 1 in every column 
and, hence, so do all its ancestors. 
We have to prove that Rig $ R, is not satisfied by r, and we will do that by 
showing that there is no Rj-tuple p E r such that v[X] = p[X] (recall that the root 
v has tag RJ. So, suppose that there is an R,-tuple p ET such that v[X] =&Xl, 
and consider the path from v to p. Since p has 1 in all the columns of X, Claim 1 
implies that it has 1 in every column, and by Fact 4, so does every node on this 
path. Thus, by Fact 3, X is contained in all the gids of Zg that have generated the 
nodes on this path, and so, Ric$ Rj can be derived from ((R,, . . . . R,), F, I) by the 
axioms. But this is a contradiction to our assumption and, hence, r does not satisfy 
Ric; Rj. 
Clearly, r satisfies the gids of Zg. We will now show that it also satisfies the fds of 
F. Consider an fd V+ W of F, and let p, and ~1~ be tuples of r that are equal on V. 
Let r be the least common ancestor of p, and p2. Clearly, r is equal to both pi and 
pz on V, and V is contained in the label of every edge on the path from r to either 
pi or ,u*. But the label of any edge in the tree is a closed set of attributes and, 
therefore, the label of every edge on these two paths also contains V+. Thus, p, and 
,uz are equal on V+ and, hence, on W. 
Now consider the state r,, . . . . rn generated by r (recall that rk = rz [Rk], where r: 
is the set of R,-tuples of r). Since r satislies Zg, the state rl, . . . . r,, clearly satisfies r; 
and since r satisfies F, by Proposition 1, RI,(r,, . . . . r,) satisfies F. Thus, rl, . . . . r,, is a 
satisfying state. We claim that RI,(r,, . . . . r,) (which is not necessarily the same as r) 
does not satisfy Ri G$ Rj. We will prove the claim by showing that if RI,(r,, . . . . r,) 
satisfied Rj G; Rj, then there would be an Rj-tuple p E r such that v[X] = p[X], in 
contradiction to what has been shown when we proved that r does not satisfy 
Ris$ Rj. Intuitively, the claim follows from the fact that RI,(r,, . . . . r,) is the 
representative instance of the state generated by r, and since r satisfies F, all 
equalities among tuples of RI,(r,, .,., r,) also exist among the corresponding tuples 
of r. 
Formally, suppose that RI,(r,, . . . . r,) satisfies Riz$ Rj. Note that RI,(r,, . . . . r,) 
is the final result of repeatedly equating symbols according to the fds of F. Let I( be 
the initial tagged instance in the process of generating RI,(r,, . . . . rn), i.e., before any 
fd is applied. Thus, an R,-tuple (k = 1, . . . . n) of u has distinct nulls in all the 
4 A gid R, c y’ R, contains X if X E Y. 
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columns for U - Rk and is equal on Rk to some tuple of rk. Since rk = r: [ Rk], we 
define a mapping h from u to r that maps each R,-tuple 0 E u to an R,-tuple p E r, 
such that a[Rk] = p[R,]. In particular, there is an R,-tuple t E u that has 1 in all 
the columns of R,; we define h to map T to v (i.e., the root of r). Note that if two 
tuples of u are equal on some attribute A, then their images under h are also equal 
on A. It is easy to prove that whenever two tuples of u are equated in column A 
according to some fd, then their images are also equal on A, because r satisfies F. 
Thus, h maps tuples of RI,(r, , . . . . r,) to tuples of r while preserving equalities 
among tuples. Therefore, if RI,(r,, . . . . r,) has an RI-tuple q such that r[X] = q[X], 
then there is an Ri-tuple PE r (which is the image of q under h) such that 
v[X] = p[X]-a contradiction. Thus, the tuple r shows that RI,(r,, . . . . r,) does not 
satisfy Rics Rj. 1 
Note that the ids implied by ((R,, . . . . R,), F, I) are exactly those obtained from 
the gids implied by ((R, , . . . . R,), F, I) using the following axiom (Laver [18]). 
A5. (Reduction) 
IfRiG,+ RjandX~RinRj,thenRi~,Rj. 
Global inclusion dependencies are different from the extended inclusion depen- 
dencies of Laver [lS]. The main ideas in the proof of Theorem 1, however, are 
similar to those in [18]. 
COROLLARY 3. Testing whether a database scheme ((R,, . . . . R,), F, I) implies a 
given gid can be done in time polynomial in the size of the database scheme and the 
gid. 
Proof: The algorithm for testing implications of gids is similar to the algorithm 
of Laver [ 181 for testing implications of extended inclusion dependencies. The first 
step is to apply the extension axiom to the ids of I. Using the linear time algorithm 
of Beeri and Bernstein [3] for computing closures, it can be done in O(n2) time. 
Once a set Zg of gids is obtained, a directed graph is constructed as follows. The 
nodes correspond to R,, . . . . R,, and for each gid R, ‘I$ R, of Zg, there is an arc 
from R, to R, labeled with 2. The database scheme ((R, , . . . . R,)), F, I) implies the 
gid Ris$ Rj if and only if there is a path from Ri to Rj, such that the label of every 
arc on the path contains X A depth-first search can determine whether there is such 
a path. 1 
VI. FINITE FD-ACYCLICITY 
Our major results are about finite fd-acyclicity. In this section we consider a 
database scheme D = ((R,, . . . . R,), F, PC), where PC’ is the set of ids 
’ This is slight abuse of notation, since PC depends upon (R,, . . . . I?,) and, so, we should have written 
PC(RI, . . . . R,). However, we shall continue to write ((R,, . . . . R,), F, PC) and, thus, when the symbol PC 
appears in several database schemes, it may represent a different set of ids in each one of them. 
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VGW$ R, 1 i, j= 1, . . . . n> expressing the pairwise consistency constraints, i.e., 
ri, . . . . r,, is a satisfying state of D if it is pairwise consistent and RI,(r,, . . . . r,) 
satisfies F. The database scheme ((R, , . . . . R,), F, PC) is fd-acyclic if all its satisfying 
states are join consistent, and it is acyclic if R, , . . . . R, are acyclic. 
Before proceeding with the theorems and proofs, we should make an important 
remark. We have not assumed that a database scheme D = ((R,, . . . . R,), F, I) 
satisfies U;=, Rj = U; we only assume that U;=, Rj c U (recall that U is the fixed 
universal set of all the attributes). Thus, F may have attributes that are not in any 
Ri. As stated earlier, a state ri, . . . . r,, for D satisfies F if it has a representative 
instance over U that satisfies all the fds of F. One might wonder why not consider 
the database scheme D, = ((R,, . . . . R,), F,, I), where F, consists of the fds that are 
implied by F and whose attributes appear in R = U;=, Ri. The reason is that D and 
D, are not necessarily equivalent, since D, may have satisfying states that are not 
satisfying states of D. Thus, results stated for D may not be true for D,. In par- 
ticular, it is an open problem whether there is a database scheme 
(R 1, ..., R,), F, PC) which is fd-acyclic while ((R, , . . . . R,), I;,, PC) is not fd-acyclic. 
The above discussion is more theoretical than practical, since in “real world 
databases” F has only attributes that appear in U;=, Ri. Obviously, our results 
hold for this special case as well as when F has attributes that do not appear in 
Ur= 1 Ri. 
LEMMA 2. Suppose that the database scheme N = ((R,, . . . . R,), F, PC) is not 
fd-acyclic, and XC U is a set of attributes which is disjoint from u;= 1 Ri. Then the 
database scheme D = ((R, v X, R,, . . . . R,), F, PC) is also not fd-acyclic. 
ProojI Since N is not fd-acyclic it has a satisfying state r,, . . . . r,, which is not join 
consistent. Let r = RI,(r,, . . . . r,) (note that r is a relation over U). We create a 
satisfying state of D as follows. The relation r; for the relation scheme R, u X is 
obtained from r: [R, u X] by replacing all occurrences of each null with a new dis- 
tinct constant. The rest of the relations are r2, . . . . rn. The state r’,, r2, ,.., r,, of D is 
pairwise consistent, because rl , . . . . r,, are pairwise consistent and no attribute of X 
appears in any Rk; and by Proposition 1, RI,(r;, r2, . . . . r,) satisfies F. Therefore, 
6, r2, . . . . r, is a satisfying state of D. If this state were join consistent, then so would 
be rl, . . . . r,, because each relation in ri, . . . . rn is a projection of a relation in the 
state r;, r2, . . . . r,. Since r,, . . . . r,, are not join consistent, the state r;, r2, . . . . r,, for D is 
also not join consistent and, hence, D is not fd-acyclic. 4 
We say that R, divides (R,, . . . . R,) into S, and S2 if 
(1) Each Ri appears in exactly one of Si and S2, with the only exception of 
R, that appears in both. 
(2) Neither S, nor S, is (R,, . . . . R,). 
(3) Rin Rj’ R, for every pair Rie S, and Rje S2. 
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EXAMPLE 3. Consider the relation schemes (AB, BC, BD, CD). The relation 
scheme BC divides (AB, BC, BD, CD) into S, = (AB, BC) and S2 = (BC, BD, CD). 
Note that AB and BD is the only pair of ralation schemes (not counting pairs 
having BC) from S1 and S,, respectively, that have an attribute in common, and 
this attribute is in BC. 
LEMMA 3. Suppose that D = ((R,, . . . . R,), F, PC) is a database scheme such that 
R, divides (R,, . . . . R,) into S, and Sz, and (S,, F, PC) is not fd-acyclic. Then D is 
also not fd-acyclic. 
Proof Consider a satisfying state p of (S, , F, PC) which is not join consistent. 
Let r be the representative instance of state p. We will create a state of 
((R 1, . . . . R,), F, PC) as follows. At first, we replace all occurrences of each null in r 
with a new distinct constant (appearing nowhere else), and the resulting tagged 
instance is denoted as r’. Let u be the set of R,-tuples of r’. For each Rj E Sz (other 
than R,), we create a copy of u which is identical to U, except for the tags that are 
changed to Rj, and the tuples of this copy are added to r’. Let r” be the final result. 
Note that the set of tuples of r” is the same as that of r’ if tags are ignored, and thus 
rrr satisfies F, since r’ does. 
Let rl, . . . . r,, be the state of ((R,, . . . . R,), F, PC) which is generated by r”. Clearly, 
RIAr,, . . . . r,) satisfies F, because the state rr, . . . . r,, has been generated by a taged 
instance that satisfies F. The relations for the relation schemes of Sz are pairwise 
consistent, since they are all projections of the same relation u. The relations for the 
relation schemes of S, are the same as those in p and, hence, are also pairwise con- 
sistent. Consider relations ri and rj such that Ri E S1 and Rje Sz. Since R, is in both 
S, and S,, the relations rl and ri are pairwise consistent and so are rI and rj. But 
Ri n Rj E R, and, therefore, ri and rj are also pairwise consistent. Thus, rl, . . . . r,, is a 
satisfying state of ((R,, . . . . R,), F, PC). The state rl, . . . . r,, is not join consistent, 
since the relations of p are included in this state and p is not join consistent. 
Therefore, ((R, , . . . . R,), F, PC) is not fd-acyclic. 1 
The next theorem shows that when the relation schemes of a database scheme are 
closed under l-closure, then fds cannot cause a cyclic database scheme to be 
fd-acyclic. 
THEOREM 2. Let D = ((R, , . . . . R,), F, PC) be a database scheme which is closed 
under l-closure, that is, R; = Ri for i = 1, . . . . n. Then D is fd-acyclic tf and only tf it is 
acyclic. 
Proof Clearly, if a database scheme is acyclic then it is also fd-acyclic. Thus, it 
remains to be shown that if a database scheme ((R,, .,., R,), F, PC) is closed under 
l-closure (i.e., R; = Ri) and is fd-acyclic, then it is also acyclic. Suppose 
that the claim is false. Among all counterexamples to the claim, first choose 
those with a minimal number of relation schemes, and then choose one, 
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D= ((R,, . . . . R,), F, PC), such that U;= I Ri has a minimal number of attributes. 
Thus, D is closed under Z-closure and is fd-acyclic but not acyclic. 
FACT 1. R, is not contained in any other Ri. 
Fact 1 is true for the following reason. If R, were contained in some other R,, 
then D’ = ((R2, . . . . R,), F, PC) would be a smaller counterexample, because of the 
following reaons: 
(a) If D is not acyclic, then D’ is not acyclic. In proof, any qua1 tree for D’ 
can be made a qua1 tree for D by adding a node for R, that is connected to Ri, 
where R, G Ri. 
(b) If D is fd-acyclic, then D’ is fd-acyclic. In proof, if R, c Ri, then Ri divides 
(R ,, . . . . R,) into (R,, Ri) and (R2, . . . . R,). Thus, by Lemma 3, if D’ is not fd-acyclic, 
then D is not fd-acyclic. 
(c) If D is closed under I-closure, then so is D’. In proof, suppose that a 
sequence of applications of fds can replace a nondistinguished variable with a dis- 
tinguished variable in the tableau for R,, . . . . R,. Then the same sequence can also 
be applied to the tableau for R,, . . . . R,, because it has rows for R2, . . . . R,. Thus, if 
D’ is not closed under l-closure, then D is not closed under I-closure. 
Thus, Fact 1 is indeed true. 
We will construct a tagged universal instance r by a chase process similar to the 
one used in the proof of Theorem 1. Later we will prove that r generates a satisfying 
state of D, and that state implies a contradiction showing that the counterexample 
D cannot exist. We start the construction of r with a tuple v whose tag is R, and 
whose value in each column is the constant 1; v is the root of the tree representing 
r. Recall that the set of ids of D is the set of pairwise consistency constraints, 
and applying the extension axiom to PC = (Ri sR,n Rj Ri} yields PCg = 
{R;c ,& R,j+ Rj}. Since D is closed under I-closure, we have the following important 
fact. Essentially, this fact implies that when a new Rj-child is added to an existing 
Ri-node according to the gid Ri G,&,~,,+ Rj, then the new child may have the same 
value as its parent in some column A provided that A is either in both Ri and R, or 
in none. 
FACT 2 (Sac& [21] ). For every i and j, the set (Ri n Rj) + - (R, n Rj) has no 
attribute of either R, or Rj.. 
The proof of Fact 2 is simple. Let T be the tableau for R,, . . . . R,. Note that F 
implies R, n Rj + (Ri n R,)+ and, therefore, the rows for R, and Rj in chase,(T) are 
equal in all the columns of (Ri n Rj) +. If some attribute A E Ri- Rj were also in 
(Ri n Rj) + - (Ri n Rj), then column A of the row for Rj in chase,(T) would have a 
distinguished variable and, so, Rj would not be closed under I-closure. 
We continue constructing the tagged universal instance r by creating the children 
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of the root v as follows. For each relation scheme Ri, where i # 1, we add to v an 
R,-child that has 
(a) 1 in all the columns of (R, n Ri)+ (i.e., it is equal to v in these columns) 
and 
(b) a new constant (appearing in no other child) in the rest of the columns. 
Thus, we get the following fact. 
FACT 3. The root v and its R,-child are equal exactly in the columns of 
UV%)+. 
Next, we continue adding nodes according to the following rules. Let z be an 
R,-node in the tree created thus far. If the tree does not have an Rj-node that is 
equal to z on (R,n Rj)+, then we add an Rj-child of T according to one of the 
following two cases. 
Case 1. There is an attribute A such that 
(1) AE Rj, and 
(2) A#R,, and 
(3) T[A] = 1. 
In this case, we create an Rj-child of z that has the same values as r in the 
columns of (Ri n R,) + and a new distinct constant in the rest of the columns. 
Case 2. The condition characterizing Case 1 is not true. In this case we create 
an R,-child of z that is equal to r in all the columns. 
New nodes are repeatedly created according to the above cases. We shall now 
prove that the tree created by this process is finite. 
CLAIM 1. For every R,-node z of the tree, fz[A] = 1 for some attribute A E Ri, 
then AER,. 
Proof. The proof is by induction on the tree structure representing r. 
Basis. The claim is certainly true for the root v, since its tag is R,. 
Induction. Suppose that the inductive hypothesis is true for an Ri-node z of the 
tree. We have to show that it is true for every child of r. So, let o be an Rj-child of 
r, and suppose that o has 1 in some column A E Rj. Note that r (the parent of o) 
must also have 1 in column A, because the root has 1 in some columns and, 
therefore, 1 could not have been introduced as a new distinct constant in column A 
of o. Thus, r[A] =@A] = 1. 
We have to show that A E R,. There are two cases to consider depending upon 
whether o has been created as a child of r according to Case 1 or Case 2 (note that 
the children of the root v are created according to Case 1). At first, suppose that o 
571/38/2-II 
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has been created according to Case 1, that is, u and r are equal exactly in the 
columns of (Rjn R,)+. Since r[A] = o[A], it follows that A E (Rin R,)+; and since 
A E R,, Fact 2 implies that A E Ri. By the inductive hypothesis, A E R,, since 
r[A] = 1 and A E Ri. Thus, the inductive hypothesis is true for w in this case. 
Now suppose that w has been created according to Case 2; that is, Q and 7 are 
equal in all the columns. Thus, for every attribute A, conditions (l)-(3) characteriz- 
ing Case 1 are not all true. In particular, we are considering a column A E R, such 
that o[A] = 1. Since o and 7 are equal in all the columns, it follows that s[A] = 1. 
Therefore, (1) and (3) are true and, so, (2) must be false, i.e., A E R,. This 
completes the proof of the claim. 
Claim 1 implies that if an R,-child o of some Ri-node 7 has been created 
according to Case 1, then o has fewer columns with 1 than 7. To see this, note that 
if o has been created according to Case 1, then there is some column A satisfying 
conditions ( l)-(3); in particular, 7[A] = 1. By Claim 1, A $ Ri (because if A were in 
Ri, then Claim 1 would imply A E RI in contradiction to condition (2)). By Fact 2, 
A E R, - Ri implies that A 4 (Ri n R,)+ and, hence, column A of w does not have 
a 1. Hence, o has fewer columns with 1 than its parent 7. 
It thus follows that no more than 1 U( nodes could have been generated according 
to Case 1 on any path in the tree from the root down to some node. Moreover, 
there cannot be a path from some node 7 down to another node w such that 
(a) all the nodes on the path were generated according to Case 2 and 
(b) the length of the path is greater than n. 
Because if there were such a path, then two nodes on the path would be identical 
(i.e., would have the same tag and the same value for each attribute), and this 
means that the second one should not have been created. Thus, it follows that the 
tree does not have any infinite path and, by Kbnig’s lemma, it must be finite. 
Clearly, the tagged instance r created thus far satisfies PCg. It is easy to show, 
similarly to the proof of Theorem 1, that r also satisfies F. Essentially, the idea is 
that a node and any of its children are equal on a closed set of attributes. 
We will now derive a contradiction to the assumption that D is a counterexample 
to the theorem. Let ri, . . . . r, be the state of D generated by r. Observe that ri, . . . . r,, 
is a satisfying state of D, because the tagged instance r satisfies both F and PCg. 
The relation ri contains a tuple pi that has 1 in all the columns (p, is v[R1]). Since 
r,, . . . . r, is a satisfying state, it is also join consistent, because D is fd-acyclic. 
Therefore, there are ,u~ E ri (i = 2, . . . . n) such that p,, . . . . ,u” are consistent. Each tuple 
pi (i = 1, . ..) n) has a corresponding tuple p+ in the tagged instance r, such that p,? 
has tag Ri and pi = ,u+ [Rile 
There are two cases to consider with regard to the tuples p:, . . . . ,u: . We will 
derive a contradiction in each case and, thus, prove the theorem. 
Case 1. Suppose that &, . . . . p; are all descendants of a single R,-child 7 of the 
root v (7 could be one of &, . . . . p; ). By Fact 1, the set R, -R, is not empty. By 
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Fact 2, no attribute of R, - Rk is in (R, n Rk)+, and so by Fact 3, v and r are 
different in each column of R, - Rk. Since p,+ (i = 2, . . . . n) is a descendant of r, it 
follows that in each column C E R, - R,, the tuples p,? and v are different, i.e., 
pu+ [C] # 1. Therefore, RI - Rk is disjoint from any Ri (i= 2, ,.., n), because the 
projections of PC, . . . . p,’ onto R,, . . . . R, are consistent, and p: [R, ] has 1 in every 
column. Consequently, we have the following fact. 
FACT 4. The relation schemes R, n Rk, R1, . . . . R, are closed under I-closure. 
The proof of the fact is as follows. Let T be the tableau for the relation schemes 
R ,, . . . . R,, and let T’ be the tableau for the relation schemes RI n R,, Rz, . . . . R,. 
The only difference between T and T’ is in the row for R, ; T has distinguished 
variables in the columns of RI - Rk, while T’ has nondistinguished variables in 
these columns. Since R, - Rk is disjoint from any other Ri (i = 2, . . . . n), it follows 
that any two rows of Tare equal in some column A if and only if the corresponding 
rows in T’ are equal in A. Therefore, the same is true for chase,(T) and 
chase,( T’). But during the computation of chase,(T), no nondistinguished variable 
is replaced with a distinguished variable, since the relation schemes R,, . . . . R, are 
closed under l-closure. Thus, the same is true for chase,(T’), at least in columns 
that are not in R, - R,. But the columns for R, - Rk in chase,( T’) do not have dis- 
tinguished variables at all, because R, - Rk is disjoint from any other R, 
(i = 2, . . . . n). Therefore, during the computation of chase,( T’), no nondistinguished 
variable is replaced with a distinguished one. Thus, R, n Rk, R,, . . . . R, are closed 
under I-closure, as claimed. 
Now consider the database scheme N= ((R, n R,, R,, . . . . R,), F, PC). All the 
relation schemes of N are closed under l-closure, and N has fewer attributes than D 
(because R, is not contained in any other Ri). Therefore, N is not a counterexample 
to the claim, i.e. if N is fd-acyclic then it is acyclic. So suppose that N is fd-acyclic 
and, so, D must also be acyclic in contradiction to the initial assumption. Thus, N 
is not fd-acyclic and, by Lemma 2, D is also not fd-acyclic-a contradiction. 
Case 2. Suppose that only some of the tuples cl:, . . . . pL,+ are descendants of one 
child z of the root. Let S, consist of R, and the relation schemes tagging the pu+ 
that are descendants of 7 (note that 7 is counted among its descendants). Let S2 
consist of R, and the remaining relation schemes. We claim that R, divides 
(R I, . . . . R,) into S, and S,. Clearly, the only nontrivial thing to show in order to 
prove the claim is the following. Let Ri and Rj be in S, and S,, respectively, and 
suppose that A E Rin Rj. We have to show that AE R,. Since pl, . . . . CL, are con- 
sistent, it follows that pL+ [A] = p,? [A]. By the construction of r. if two tuples of r 
are not descendants of the same child of the root v, then they cannot have the same 
value in some column A unless that value appears in the root, i.e., is the constant 1. 
Therefore, ~2 [A] = p,? [A] = 1, and since AE R,, Claim 1 implies that AE RI. 
Thus, R, divides (RI, . . . . R,) into S, and Sz, as claimed. 
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Both (S,, F, PC) and (S,, F, PC) have fewer relation schemes than the database 
scheme D = ((R,, . . . . &), F, PC) and, hence, neither is a counterexample. If both S, 
and S, are acyclic, then so is the database scheme ((R, , . . . . R,), F, PC), because of 
the following reason. Any two qua1 trees G, and G, for S, and SZ, respectively, can 
be combined into a qua1 tree for R,, . . . . R, by identifying the node for R, in G, with 
the node for R, in G,. Recall that according to our initial assumption about the 
minimality of D, ((R,, . . . . R,), F, PC) is not acyclic. Therefore, at least one, say S,, 
is cyclic and, hence, (S,, F, PC) is not fd-acyclic, since it is not a counterexample. 
By Lemma 3, ((R,, . . . . R,), F, PC) is also not fd-acyclic-a contradiction. 1 
COROLLARY 4. Let D = ((R,, . . . . R,), F, PC) be a closed database scheme, that is, 
R+ = Ri for i = 1, . . . . n. Then D is fd-acyclic if and only if it is acyclic. 
Proof: If the database scheme is closed, then it is also closed under I-closure. 1 
We are now ready to state and prove the main theorem characerizing finite 
fd-acyclicity. Let D = ((R, , . . . . R,), F, PC) be a database scheme. The set of global 
pairwise consistency constraints for D, denoted GPC6 is 
{R,s~~-,~~R~( i,j=l,...,n} 
The gids of GPC express the constraint that in the representative instance r of 
database state rl, . . . . rn, the relations r:[R;], . . . . r,’ [R; ] are pairwise consistent. 
THEOREM 3. A database scheme D = ((R, , . . . . R,), F, PC) is fd-acyclic if and only 
if D implies GPC and R, , . . . . R; are acyclic. 
Proof Zf: We assume that D implies GPC and RF, . . . . R; are acyclic, and have 
to show that D is fd-acyclic. So, consider any satisfying state rl , . . . . r, of D. We will 
show that rl, . . . . r,, is join consistent. Let r = RI,(r,, . . . . r,). The relations 
r: CR; I, . . . . r,’ CR; ] are pairwise consistent, since D implies GPC, and hence are 
also join consistent, because R; , . . . . R; are acyclic. Since 
(a) r: CR; I, -., r,” [R;] are join consistent and 
(b) ri=r+[Ri] and R,sR; (i= 1, . . . . n), 
it follows that the state rl, . . . . r,, is join consistent. Thus, the database scheme D is 
fd-acyclic. 
Only if: We assume that D is fd-acyclic. At first we will show that D implies 
GPC. Let r,, . . . . r, be a satisfying state of D. Since D is fd-acyclic, the state r,, . . . . rn 
is join consistent. Let s =wl= , ri and let r = RI,(r,, . . . . r,). By Lemma 1, 
r,+[R,:] =s[R,:] (i= 1, . . . . n). Thus, r satisfies GPC. 
6 Similarly to PC, we write GPC instead of GPC(R,, . . . . R,, F). 
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Now suppose that R; , . . . . R; are not acyclic. By Theorem 2, there is a satisfying 
state r;, . . . . r; of ((R;, . . . . RF), F, PC) which is not join consistent. Let 
u’= RI,(r;, . . . . r;) (1) 
and v be v’ in which each tag R; is changed to Ri. Consider the state rl, . . . . rn of D 
generated ‘by o, i.e., ri= ri [Ri]. Since u satisfies F, Proposition 1 implies that 
RI,4rl, . . . . r,) also satisfies F. Since rr , . . . . r; are pairwise consistent, so are rl , . . . . rn 
and, hence, r, , . . . . r,, is a satisfying state of D. Since D is fd-acyclic, the state rl, . . . . r, 
is join consistent. Let 
”  
s=w r; (2) 
i=l 
and let 
r = RI,(r,, . . . . r,). (3) 
By Lemma 1, for i= 1, . . . . n, 
r,?[R;] =s[R;] (4) 
and, therefore, for all i, there are no nulls in r,? [R; 1. Recall that u generates the 
state rl, . . . . rn, and by Corollary 1, for all i= 1, . . . . n, 
r’[R;]=u’[R;], (5) 
since r: [R; ] has no nulls. By the definition of u, for i = 1, . . . . n, 
vi+ [RI: ] = r; . (6) 
It thus follows from (4) (5), and (6) that for all i= 1, . . . . n, 
r; =s[R;] 
and, so, r; , . . . . r; are join consistent in contradiction to our initial assumption. 
Hence, R; , . . . . R; are acyclic. 1 
COROLLARY 5. Testing whether a database scheme ((R,, . . . . R,), F, PC) is 
fd-acyclic can be done in polynmial time. 
An important special case occurs when the database scheme ((R,, . . . . R,), F, PC) 
embeds F. We say that ((R,, . . . . R,), F, PC) embeds F if for every fd X + Y in F, 
there is an Ri such that Xu YE Ri. In this case, for all i, R; = R,? . Therefore, the 
set GPC becomes 
{R& R:nR;RjI i,j=l,...,n} 
and we get the following corollary to Theorem 3. 
(7) 
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COROLLARY 6. Let ((R,,..., R,), F, PC) be a database scheme that embeds F. 
The database scheme ((R, , . . . . R,), F, PC) is fd-acyclic (f and only if it implies GPC 
and RF , . . . . R,: are acyclic. 
Let GPC+ denote the set (7) in the general case, i.e., when F is not necessarily 
embedded in ((R,, . . . . R,), F, PC) and, hence, GPC and GPC+ are not necessarily 
the same. Interestingly, we have the following theorem, whose proof is identical to 
the Zf part of the proof of Theorem 3 provided that R; , . . . . R; are replaced with 
R: , . . . . R,+ and GPC is replaced with GPC+. 
THEOREM 4. Suppose that the database scheme D = ((R,, . . . . R,), F, PC) implies 
GPCf and RT , . . . . R,+ are acyclic. Then D is fd-acyclic. 
The following example shows that the converse of Theorem 4 is not true. 
EXAMPLE 4. Consider the database scheme D = ((AB, BC, A,??), {E -+ C}, PC). 
D is fd-acyclic because it is acyclic. But D does not imply GPC+ (this can be easily 
verified by using the axioms), and the closures of the relation schemes are not 
acyclic. 
VII. CONCLUSION AND OPEN PROBLEMS 
We have stated a necessary and sufficient condition for fd-acyclicity. The con- 
dition is naturally broken into two parts. The first part states that the l-closures of 
the relation schemes are acyclic (a database scheme that satisfies this condition is 
called l-acyclic in Sac& et al. [20]). The second part states that if we start with 
pairwise consistent relations r, , . . . . rn, then in the representative instance 
r = RI,(r,, . . . . rn), the relations r: [RF], . . . . r,’ [R; ] are also pairwise consistent. 
Both parts can be tested in polynomial time in the size of the database scheme 
alone. 
The interesting issue is whether fd-acyclic database schemes have some useful 
properties that extend those of acyclic database schemes. For example, acyclic 
database schemes have the important property that the join of all the relations in 
the database can be computed in polynomial time in the size of the relations and 
the result (i.e., their join) [26]. When fds are taken into consideration, a database 
scheme does not have to be fd-acyclic in order to have this property; rather, it is 
sufficient that the database scheme be l-acyclic (i.e., only the first part of the con- 
dition for fd-acyclicity has to be satisfied). When the database scheme is I-acyclic, 
the join WY=, ri can be computed as follows (assuming that r,, . . . . r,, is a satisfying 
state). First, RI,(r,, . . . . r,) is a computed and its restricted projections r;, . . . . r; 
onto R; , . . . . R; , respectively, are obtained. This step takes polynomial time [ 141. 
Since R; , .,., R; are acyclic, the algorithm of Yannakakis [26] can be applied in 
order to compute w;= , r,: in polynomial time in the size of the given relations and 
the final result. By Corollary 2, the final result (i.e., w;= i r,:) is the same as 
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WY= i ri. Thus, it is not clear what the advantage is of having an fd-acyclic database 
scheme as opposed to an l-acyclic database scheme.7 
Acyclic database schemes also have some properties that have led researchers 
(e.g., Fagin et al. [lo]) to argue that a well-designed database scheme should be 
acyclic. Beeri and Kifer [6], and Katsuno [16] have argued that a database 
scheme with fds should embed the fds and have relation schemes whose closures are 
acyclic (note that when the fds are embedded, closures and I-closures are the same). 
So, once again it is not clear what is the advantage of having an fd-acyclic database 
scheme as opposed to a database scheme satisfying only the first part of the 
fd-acyclicity condition. 
Since it is sufficient for database schemes to be I-acyclic in order to have certain 
desirable properties, Theorem 2 is an important one. This theorem shows that when 
a database scheme is closed under l-closure, the fds have no effect, as far as the 
definition of fd-acyclicity is concerned. It thus serves as some indication that the 
requirement of I-acyclicity cannot be relaxed. 
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